The photoluminescence properties of a thermally activated delayed fluorescence emitter, 1,2-bis(carbazol-9-yl)-4,5-dicyanobenzene (2CzPN), doped in a host matrix consisting of 1,3-bis(9-carbazolyl)benzene and a polar inert molecule, camphoric anhydride (CA), in various concentrations have been investigated. It is found that the addition of CA stabilizes only the lowest singlet excited state (S 1 ) of 2CzPN without changing the energy level of the lowest triplet excited state (T 1 ), leading to a reduction in the energy gap between S 1 and T 1 . The maximum reduction of energy gap achieved in this work has been determined to be around 65 meV from the shift of the fluorescence spectrum and the temperature dependence of the photoluminescence decay rate.
Background
In recent years, materials that exhibit thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) have received considerable attention because of their strong potential to realize highly efficient and low-cost organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) [1, 2] . One of the important factors that determine the efficiency of TADF is the energy gap between the lowest singlet (S 1 ) and triplet (T 1 ) excited states (ΔE ST ), which should be small enough that the generated triplet excitons overcome it by thermal energy at room temperature to be converted into singlet excitons. It is known that ΔE ST can be reduced by spatially separating the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) [3, 4] . In fact, such charge-transfer (CT) molecules have been reported to exhibit efficient TADF [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . When a CT excited state is created by, for example, photoexcitation, a change in the permanent dipole moment is induced.
In a polar solvent, the reorientation of the polar solvent molecules stabilizes the CT excited state, and consequently, the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum shifts with respect to that in a non-polar solvent [11] . Some CT molecules also have a locally excited (LE) state, which is not stabilized even in a polar solvent, and thus, the energy gap between the CT and LE states and even their order may change depending on the polarity of the solvent used [11] . Such solvent polarity effects have been investigated in some TADF emitters [8, 12, 13] . Ishimatsu et al. have determined the ΔE ST values of a TADF emitter in several solvents and found that the ΔE ST value reduces as the solvent polarity increases [13] . This result suggests that the originally small ΔE ST value could be further reduced by doping the TADF emitter in a polar host matrix. Although TADF emitters are used in solid state in OLEDs, Madian et al. have confirmed that a spectral shift of the solid-state PL similar to that observed in a polar solvent can be induced by using a two-component host consisting of an inert polymer and a polar inert molecule, camphoric anhydride (CA) [14] . Therefore, the addition of a polar inert molecule could be another strategy to achieve a small ΔE ST value. In this work, to examine the effectiveness of this strategy, we investigated the PL properties of a TADF emitter, 1,2-bis(carbazol-9-yl)-4,5-dicyanobenzene (2CzPN), doped in host matrixes with different electronic permittivities, which are controlled by adding CA in various concentrations.
Methods
We used 1,3-bis(9-carbazolyl)benzene (m-CP) as the main host material. Thin films of m-CP with 2CzPN-doping concentration of 5 wt% were spin coated from dichloromethane solutions onto sapphire substrates. The prepared thin films were around 100 nm thick. To control the permittivity of the thin films, we added CA to m-CP in various concentrations while keeping the 2CzPN-doping concentration against the total host matrix constant (5 wt%). Hereafter, we only show the weight ratio of m-CP:CA, which was changed from 100:0 (0 wt%) to 50:50 (50 wt%). The chemical structures of 2CzPN, m-CP, and CA are shown in Fig. 1 . Steady-state PL spectra were recorded using a He-Cd laser (λ = 325 nm) and an optical multichannel analyzer with a calibrated CCD. For timeresolved PL measurements, we used the third harmonic wavelength of a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 355 nm) as a pulsed excitation source and recorded PL decay curves with a photomultiplier tube and a photon counting system (a multichannel scaler). A phosphorescence spectrum was recorded at 6.5 K by integrating PL in a time range from 30 to 1000 ms after pulsed excitation. Note that m-CP and CA have large band gaps and are thus transparent at those excitation wavelengths. Electronic permittivity measurements were performed using an impedance analyzer on devices with Al (40 nm)/2CzPN:m-CP:CA (100 nm)/ Al (40 nm) structure. The active device area, which was defined by a metal mask for Al deposition, was 1.44 mm 2 .
Results and Discussion
The measured permittivities of the prepared devices are shown in Fig. 2 . The permittivity increases linearly with increasing CA concentration up to 40 wt%. Although the permittivity seems to slightly saturate above 40 wt%, the results confirm that the permittivity can be controlled in a wider range than that reported before [14] . As shown in Fig. 3 , as the CA concentration increases, the fluorescence spectrum of 2CzPN is gradually redshifted. Since the fluorescence of 2CzPN originates from S 1 , the redshift indicates stabilization of S 1 in higher CA concentrations. On the other hand, the phosphorescence spectrum is virtually independent of permittivity. This suggests that T 1 a b c is not a CT state but an LE state. The observation that the phosphorescence spectrum is narrower than the fluorescence spectrum also supports this assignment. Because of the different characters of S 1 and T 1 , the addition of CA results in the reduction of ΔE ST in 2CzPN.
In Fig. 4a , we plot the peak photon energies of the prepared thin films as a function of the CA concentration. This figure more clearly shows that the fluorescence of the prepared thin films is gradually redshifted as the CA concentration increases. In Fig. 4b , we show the ΔE ST values determined from the difference between the peak photon energies of the fluorescence and phosphorescence under the assumption that ΔE ST = 230 meV (discussed in detail below) for 5 wt% 2CzPN-doped m-CP thin films (i.e., 0 wt% CA concentration). The figure shows that the reduction of ΔE ST reaches 65 meV at a CA concentration of 50 wt%. Note that since the observed fluorescence and phosphorescence do not have an identical spectral shape, the ΔE ST values determined from the peak photon energy might have a large error. Hence, we also have determined ΔE ST values from the difference in the onsets between fluorescence and phosphorescence. These data are also plotted in Fig. 4 . The maximum reduction of ΔE ST determined from the onsets is slightly smaller but is still 56 meV.
There are several ways to determine ΔE ST in TADF emitters. The simplest way is, as demonstrated above, to determine it from the difference in the peak photon energy or the difference between fluorescence and phosphorescence onsets [15] . Recently, we had proposed another way to estimate ΔE ST by analyzing the temperature dependence of the decay rate of the most slowly decaying PL component with a four-level model including an additional triplet excited state (T n ) lying between S 1 and T 1 [16] . In the model, we have assumed that the thermal activation processes from T n and T 1 can be described by a Boltzmann distribution. To apply this way to 2CzPN, we measured the temperature dependence of the decay rate of 2CzPN-doped m-CP:CA thin films with CA concentrations of 0 and 50 wt% (see Fig. 5 ). In Fig. 5 , we also show the best fits to the four-level model. From the fits, the energy gaps between S 1 and T 1 and between T n and T 1 are determined, as shown in Table 1 . If the former gap is regarded as ΔE ST , its maximum reduction due to the addition of CA is again determined to be around 65 meV. In contrast to T 1 , the energy level of T n is slightly lowered. This fact suggests that T n has more CT character than T 1 In Fig. 6 , we show the PL decay curves of some of the prepared thin films at room temperature. The slowest decay rates at 300 K in Fig. 5 are obtained by fitting a sum of several exponential functions to those decay curves. It is found that the PL decay at 300 K is enhanced by addition of CA. At room temperature, the slowest decay rate is mainly determined by the thermal activation process from T 1 to S 1 . Therefore, the acceleration of this thermal activation process can be regarded as another evidence showing the decrease in ΔE ST . Note that the acceleration of the decay rate due to the addition of CA is seen not only at room temperature but also at all temperatures above 150 K (see Fig. 5 ). TADF emitters have a relatively slow decay rate due to the delayed fluorescence. Therefore, under a high current injection condition, the density of the excited states tends to significantly increase, and thus, an unfavorable exciton-exciton annihilation process such as singlet-triplet annihilation and triplet-triplet annihilation [17, 18] may reduce the external quantum efficiency (EQE). This phenomenon is known as the efficiency roll-off. The addition of CA or another polar host material may also be a solution to suppress the reduction of EQE due to the exciton-exciton annihilation process.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the ΔE ST of 2CzPN can be reduced by increasing the permittivity of the host matrix by CA doping. The maximum reduction in ΔE ST at a CA concentration of 50 wt% is determined to be 56-65 meV from the analysis of the temperature dependence of PL decay rate as well as the spectral difference in the fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra. The reduction is achieved because only S 1 is stabilized in the host with a larger permittivity. This method is, therefore, effective only for TADF emitters having an LE state as T 1 . Reduction of ΔE ST accelerated the thermal activation process from T 1 to S 1 , thereby reducing the triplet exciton density; the latter is expected to contribute to the suppression of the efficiency roll-off. 
